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www.oriel-lighting.com.au | quality lighting at affordable prices

STEAM TABLE LAMP Black
SKU:SL98788BK

A functional addition to our mid-century lighting range, STEAM is an ideal choice for desk
or bedside use. STEAM is adjustable at the top of the shade and the base by loosening
and re-tightening the nut. The natural beech timber contasts beautifully with the painted
metal finish. STEAM features a black and white checked, cloth cord with a black in-line
switch and plug. The metal shade has a white inner to optimise light reflection, ideal for use
with an LED globe.

Description
A functional addition to our mid-century lighting range, STEAM is an ideal choice for desk
or bedside use. STEAM is adjustable at the top of the shade and the base by loosening
and re-tightening the nut. The natural beech timber contasts beautifully with the painted
metal finish. STEAM features a black and white checked, cloth cord with a black in-line
switch and plug. The metal shade has a white inner to optimise light reflection, ideal for use
with an LED globe.

Additional information

Brand Stylux Lighting

Colour BLACK

Bulb Qty 1

Bulb Type E27

Wattage 40W

Bulb Included NO

Recommended Globe A-LED-7107240

Voltage 240V

Overall Height 60

Overall Width 50

Overall Depth 17

Item Dimensions H600 P500

Fitting Height H600

Fitting Diameter D170

Fitting Projection P500

Unless stated, fittings do not include globes (bulbs). No representations are made as to the suitability of this product for your application. All fixed lights (other than DIY lights)
should be installed by a licensed electrical contractor. Due to continuing product development, some specifications may change over time. Refer to our detailed Terms and
Conditions, online at: www.oriel-lighting.com.au | Details and specifications are current at the time of printing, and with constant product development, subject to change.
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Cord / Wire Material CLOTH BLACK

Lamp Cord Length 2000

Lamp Shade Dimensions D200

Lamp Switch Hand Switch on Cord

Primary Material METAL

Supplier Code SL98788BK

UPI 9324879213820

Warranty / Guarantee 1 Year Replacement Guarantee
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